
MODEL
Tractor

(HP) PTO
(rpm)

Working 
width
(mm)

Total
width
(mm)

Weight 
(kg)

Max 
shredding 
diameter 

(mm)

No. teeth type
C/3 + C/3/SS

No. teeth type
I + C/3/SS

min max

UMM/DT 200 160 240 1000 2070 2470 2180 300 42+2 58+2

UMM/DT 225 170 240 1000 2310 2710 2430 300 46+2 66+2

UMM/DT 250 180 240 1000 2550 2950 2500 300 52+2 74+2

Data refers to machine as standard. The technical data in this catalog may be altered without prior notice.

1 Third row of counter-blades
processes material to a finer
finished product 2

W style self aligning 
device between PTO drive 
shaft/gearbox
allows the mulcher to work
in several angles without 
damaging
the PTO

3
Mechanical/hydraulic
push frame
guides and pushes material away
from carrier 4 Additional ripper for push frame

helps with the positioning of 
standing material while mulching

FOR THOSE SEEKING THE TOP 
WITH MEDIUM POWER TRACTORS

MAIN OPTIONS

A professional mulcher with fixed teeth for processing material up to 30 cm in diameter. The UMM/DT offers a compact 
size that makes it easy to handle while mulching, especially for difficult applications like steep slopes. This mulcher 
features a heavy duty frame with protection integrated for the cylinder and hydraulic link. It also features interchangeable 
counter-blades for easy maintenance and replacement, as well as a centralized greasing hub, push frame with ripper, 
and adjustable linkage for mounting to a 3 point hitch.

FORESTRY MULCHER WITH FIXED TOOTH ROTOR.

UMM/DT  

FORESTRY MULCHERS

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

PTO shaft with cam clutch
Gearbox with freewheel
Trasmission with belts in XPB
Hydraulic hood
Forged and hardened interchangeable counter-blades
Interchangeable inner antiwear plates in Hardox®

Adjustable skids
Enclosed machine body
Centralized greasing hub
Hydraulic top link
Z style self ranging system of the PTO drive shaft/gearbox
Hydraulic hoses integrated in the frame

OPTIONS

Third row of interchangeable forged and hardened counter-blades
W style self aligning device between PTO drive shaft/gearbox
Mechanical push frame
Hydraulic push frame
Extra ripper for push frame
Special skids to go underground
Multiple tooth options

from 160 to 240 HP Ø 30 cm max

FEATURES

Cylinder protection
to prevent cylinder
damage

Reinforced hood
helps to provide a finer product

Z style self ranging system of 
the PTO drive shaft/gearbox

helps keep the correct 
operating angle between the PTO 

shaft and the power take-off

Centralized greasing hub
allows easy maintenance

Cylinder protection
Dual row protection chains

Forged and hardened 
interchangeable
counter-blades
for the longest working life
while providing a finer product


